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In Spring 2002, the Centre for Collaborative
Government and the Library of Parliament
organized a series of Roundtables.  This briefing,
held in the West Block was for Members of
Parliament and a few other invited participants. It
was the second event in a four-part series
entitled Globalization and Governance:
Contemplating the Global Village.



Outline

• social cohesion

• citizenship

• the current challenges, especially around the
Canadian diversity model

• issues for discussion



Social cohesion not an “end in itself”

“Having social cohesion” is less an end in itself
than a shorthand way of saying that
communities (large and small) are successfully
addressing the challenges of social, economic
and political change and resolving the conflicts
inherent in pluralist societies.

That is, they are “coping well”.



There are important interconnections
• with the economy: too much economic

liberalisation may lead to undermining social
cohesion

• with society: civil society may be too stressed
and require support in order to perform its roles
of integration

• with politics and the state: public institutions,
including democratic institutions, play a crucial
role in managing conflict

• with globalization: population movements and
transnational politics pose new challenges



Therefore, what IS social cohesion?

1 social cohesion is a process
2 social cohesion involves a definition of who is in

the community
3 social cohesion involves shared values and also

good conflict management in a pluralist society
4 social cohesion involves expressions of solidarity

within a community
5 social cohesion is built in part by good citizenship

practices



Citizenship: What is it?
• A status
• but also a relationship - between state and

citizens
… in constant redefinition, following from
recognition practices and claims-making,

• it is always about inclusion / exclusion
– boundaries of those “in” and those “out”

• giving content to citizenship is a state activity
– citizens make claims

BUT
states make citizens



What is the content of citizenship ?
Four dimensions :

1 rights and responsibilities
– participation
– contribution
– economic security

2 access
3 belonging
4 responsibility mix



Rights and Responsibilities
For example:
• civil, political and social rights

• rule of law, right to vote, civil rights, anti-
discrimination, basic income, and so on

• responsibilities
• to obey the law, to pay taxes, to participate

in political life, and so on
therefore, globalization raises questions about:

• who is in?
• how much do they owe and we owe them?
• how to recognize and respect diversity?



Access
The conditions for social cohesion -  enable
participation and empower citizens

– public institutions
– means to participate

In an immigrant society such as Canada, the
question is:

how to open the dialogue with new Canadians,
Canadians of diverse origins and so on



Belonging
the boundaries of social cohesion
• formal membership

– nationality,  rights holders
• plus feelings of belonging

– national identity, sense of community, political
identity

In an immigrant society such as Canada,
integration and respect for diversity is a key
component of belonging, of who we are



Responsibility mix
• What are the forms of solidarity?

– what do we owe to each other, newcomers to
Canada, Canadians to newcomers?

• What are the boundaries?
– between public and private
– between market, family and state provision



Current challenges

Currently there are four challenges to the
boundaries of citizenship. Each has a direct
impact on governance.

• a locational debate - What is the political unit of
citizenship?

• a debate about social citizenship - How do we
maintain the ties of social solidarity and express
principles of equity?

• a debate about participation - How can
democratic spaces be maintained?

• a diversity debate



The challenge of diversity

How to make the Canadian diversity model
function ?

The Model -
process is as important as content
• A repertoire

– based on the notion that unity and diversity
are not mutually exclusive

– that involves a range of responses
• A repertoire that:

– uses democratic institutions to make
decisions at “choice points”



A model with four dimensions

homogeneity …. heterogeneity

individual rights … collective rights

symmetry of treatment … asymmetry of treatment

economic freedom … economic security

• not new, but tested by globalization
• not only immigration, but relevant for that



A model of “Canadian ways of doing”
• There is no absolute contradictionno absolute contradiction between a

commitment to equal treatment and liberal
freedoms and the recognition of difference,
including particular treatment necessary to
enhance equality.

•• Real equalityReal equality requires achieving a balance
between formal and individual values andand
acknowledging the existence of group-based and
community differences.

•• Democratic politicsDemocratic politics and other institutions of
collective decision-making provide the
mechanisms for identifying the choice on each
dimension.



To work, the model needs good practices
• The model depends on balance.
• The lines of tension and dimensions of conflict

shape and organize political conflict and
discussion.

• A strong public sphere is needed as a space of
deliberation. It requires public institutions that
can integrate and include minorities.

•  The “good functioning” of Canada’s diversity
model depends upon an on-going dialogue in the
public sphere, one that accepts difference of
opinion and seeks to include rather than exclude.



Do we have what it takes?
do we have:
• Institutions that createcreate conditions for equal

participation by citizens
• Institutions that foster inclusionfoster inclusion of all citizens

(and citizens in becoming) in public life
• Institutions that can debate fundamental value

choices, by recognizing that conflict wellconflict well
managedmanaged is not a threat to social cohesion?

• Institutions that can deliverdeliver on the promises of
equity, of social economic security and respect
for diversity?



For additional information go to:
http://www.cprn.org
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